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BIA NTIA BEAD Playbook 
Digital Divide  
 
In 2021 Congress passed the Infrastructure Investment and Jobs Act (IIJA) i$65 billion federal investment in broadband 
equity and access. 
 
The persistent ‘‘digital divide’’ in the United States is a barrier to the economic competitiveness of United States and the 
equitable distribution of essential public services, including health care and education. Congress’s mandate is for everyone 
in America to have access to high-speed affordable internet service 
 
The IIJA directive that the National Telecommunications and Information Administration (NTIA) administers the Broadband 
Equity, Access, and Deployment (BEAD) Program that will provide $42.45 billion to expand high-speed internet access for 
primarily rural areas 
 
The BEAD specifies qualifying criteria for the BEAD program and requires states to run an open, provider-neutral selection 
process.  
 
BEAD priorities  

• Unserved locations access 80% of the population under 25/3 Mbps 
• Underserved locations No access to 100/20 Mbps 
• Community anchor institutions without gigabit connections 

 
The core objective of the BEAD program is to deploy high-speed, reliable broadband service to unserved and underserved 
locations, 

• Unserved locations (less than 25/3 Mbps) receive top priority 
• Funding allocation for unserved areas must be allocated completed before funding underserved and community 

anchor institutions 
• Once deployment to these locations is secured, states must then focus on underserved (less than 100/20 Mbps) 
• Only when all of the unserved and underserved locations have been addressed can states look to funding eligible 

Community Anchor Institutions those with less than gigabit broadband. 
 
Beaver Island Beaver Island (BI) 45’N 85W is the most remote island on the Great Lakes 32 miles from the mainland with a 
population of 600 year-round, primarily elderly residents, 72.7 sq. mi., without a full-time physician, the ferry to the 
mainland doesn’t run in the winter is the “Poster Child for the “Rural Digital Divide”. 
 
Beaver Island has been left behind on federal and state broadband funding 

Since 2010 the Fed has created federal programs to fund economic development and high-speed broadband for America’s 
rural unserved areas. 
 
Of the $1.5T - $1.7B total federal funding, out American Rescue Plan Act State of Michigan’s $696.9M allotment for Non-
Entitlement Local Units, St James Township received $38,099 and Peaine Township received $30,056 for a total of $68,155. 
 
The FCC and BEAD NOFO defines unserved location as 80% of the population with Internet speed under 25/3 Mbps. 
 
Online data speed survey for BI’s application for the NTIA Broadband Infrastructure Program (BIP) 

• 45% of BI residents are receiving download speeds under 5 Mbps 
• 76% of BI residents are seeing upload speeds under 3 Mbps 

Congress recognizes the persistent ‘‘digital divide’’ in the United States is a barrier to the economic competitiveness of the 
United States and the equitable distribution of essential public services 
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The average US broadband connection below illustrates Beaver Island’s economic viability, and the health of residents is at 
risk unless we get funding for a gigabit broadband network 

Date   Projected  Beaver Island 
Dec. 2021  Jan 2028   August 2022 
211/80 Mbps  1,046/436 MBPS  5/3 Mbps 
 

Many providers that offer symmetric gigabit speeds today have the capability to extend this to 10 Gbps symmetric and 
beyond. 
 
FCC’s data indicated that 97.69% of the country’s population had access to three or more broadband providers.  
 
Beaver Island is part of the other 2.31% with only one broadband provider delivering 1980s DSL service, 
 
Mayday Alert 
 
Great lakes Energy, Beaver Island’s rural electric coop, has been building Truestream a gigabit fiber-to-the-home (FTTH) 
network on the mainland.  
 
Tourism, vocational rentals, and seasonal residents are Beaver Island’s primary revenue sources. 
 
Beaver Island cannot compete with the mainland for tourist dollars with Truestream offering gigabit service offering on the 
mainland while Beaver Island has 1980s antiquated DSL 5/3 Mbps service. 
 
NTIA BEAD $42.4 B funding is Bever Island’s passport to the 21st Century. 
 
Without NTIA BEAD funding for an island FTTH network and backhaul to the mainland Beaver Island financial viability and 
health of our primarily elderly citizens is at risk. 
 
The most island on the Great Lakes will be burdened with 1980s copper wireline DSL technology (incumbent telco has no 
broadband upgrade plans) and will not benefit from the US government’s broadband investment to improve the quality of 
life in rural America 
 
Research suggests that the social returns to investment in broadband are significant the Increasing access and usage of 
broadband infrastructure in rural areas  

• Economic Development 
• Broadband access is an important factor contributing to business investment and job creation general 

economic growth in rural areas 
• Broadband adoption has a negative impact on unemployment in rural areas 
• Rural broadband adoption leads to improved median household incomes and an increased share of non-farm 

rural businesses  
• Broadband access has a positive impact on firm location decisions in a rural area 
• A cost-benefit analysis of rural broadband installation in Indiana observed three to four-fold returns on 

investment 
• Areas with fiber access have quality-of-life amenities that make a place desirable 

o Increased digital skills, online education, and job search opportunities 
o higher property values, increased jobs, and population growth 
o higher rates of new business formation, and lower unemployment 

• 47% of rural moves are to areas that have fiber networks available home is connected to the internet via fiber 
• Telemedicine 

o Telemedicine is the only medical solution for Beaver Island with no full-time physician 
o Emergencies are medevacked to the mainland  
o Mainland hospitals require another person to accompany the patient for medical care 
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§ Eliminate $200 airfare for every medical appointment  
o Eliminating inconvenient travel will strengthen overall patient engagement  

• Distance Learning 
o important in continuing education as a means of students participating in their regular classes via the 

web instead of the traditional classroom  
o It is essential for Beaver Island residents to have a level playing field with their urban counterparts. 
o Computer classes are generally less expensive and more cost-effective than traditional classroom-

based learning 
o Beaver Island’s students will have access to lower-cost but effective education and job skill upgrade 

options.  
o Distance Learning will become an important vehicle for Beaver Island’s residents to improve job skills 

and even obtain higher-paying jobs 
 
Michigan High-Speed Internet Office (MIHI) 
 
 The NTIA 's Notice of Funding Opportunities (NOFO) Indicates that state governments will decide how to allocate the funds, 
within certain parameters. Local governments can engage with their state decision-makers during the preliminary planning 
process to offer support for data collection and to advocate their critical broadband needs. 
 
NTIA requires each state to engage in a robust outreach campaign to gather information about needs and priorities from 
local governments and other stakeholders. States are expected to consider input from each of these groups and provide an 
opportunity for these bodies to comment on the state proposal prior to submission. 
 
The goal of the BEAD program is to achieve universal service and states must design grant scoring processes that will result 
in universal coverage.  
 
The BIA, JTAC, townships, anchor Institutions, and the community need to engage with the Michigan High-Speed Internet 
Office during the preliminary planning process to offer support on data collection and advocate Beaver Island’s critical 
broadband projects. 
 
The Michigan High-Speed Internet Office is behind the curve. The office is not fully staffed. 
 
Recommendations 

1. Based on Beaver Island’s 5/3 Mbps Internet speed is 20% below NTIA BEAD definition for Unserved locations 
access 80% of the population under 25/3 Mbps 

2. NTIA map validates Beaver Island as an unserved area 
Population (FCC 2019 Estimate): 657 

ACS Percentage Households 
without Internet Access: 8.80% 

ACS Percentage Households 
without Computer, Smartphone, 

or Tablet: 
7.10% 

Ookla Speed test Median (Mbps): 10.02/1.12 
  

3. Michigan High-Speed Internet Office should approve the island’s unserved BEAD application before allocating 
funding for underserved and anchor institutions. 

4. MIHI should allocate BEAD funding based on unserved buildout, considering at least the remoteness, population 
density, and unique topography of the area 

5. It’s estimated that 75% of 7.6 million estimated unserved areas will be receiving RDOF and ARPA funding. 
This does not include the NTIA BIP funding 

a. With over a majority of unserved areas funded, NTIA BEAD funding should be allocated to Beaver Island  
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6. Alternate technologies such as line-of-site wireless service are not operable in wooded areas like Beaver Island 
7. Section 359 of Michigan SB-0565 stipulates infrastructure grants must only be allocated for projects that support 

the provision of broadband service in unserved areas. 
 (3) The department of labor and economic opportunity must administer broadband infrastructure grants 
as provided in this section. Infrastructure grants must only be allocated for projects that support the 
provision of broadband service in unserved areas and must be issued based on a competitive process. The 
process must be based on technology-neutral and scalable network standards, and result in awards to 
applicants proposing projects based on the objective and efficient procedure 
 

Extreme high cost per Location Threshold 

The State of Michigan may decline to select a proposal that requires a BEAD subsidy that exceeds the Extremely High Cost 
Per Location Threshold for any location to be served in the proposal if the use of an alternative Reliable Broadband Service 
technology meets the BEAD Program’s technical requirements would be less expensive. 
 
Beaver Island could be disqualified for BEAD funding 
 
Even though it hasn’t been defined yet, Beaver Island might exceed the Extremely High Cost Per Location Threshold 
 
The cost of the FTTH network and microwave backhaul to the mainland in Beaver Island’s application for the NTIA 
Broadband Infrastructure Program (BIP) was $15.5M. 
 
Our NTIA BIP application’s $16k passing cost (the total cost of a project divided by the number of homes served) was 8x the 
$2K passing cost of the BIP grant recipients.  
 
The Michigan High-Speed Internet Office will define an “Extremely High Cost Per Location Threshold” to allow less 
expensive technology alternatives for the BEAD program. 
 
 If no Reliable Broadband Service technology meeting the BEAD Program’s technical requirements would be deployable for 
a subsidy of less than the Extremely High Cost Per Location Threshold at a given location. Michigan is authorized to select a 
proposal involving a less costly technology for that location, even if that technology does not meet the definition of Reliable 
Broadband Service but otherwise satisfies the Program’s technical requirements. 
 
NTIA makes clear in the NOFO that fiber is the priority technology for projects funded by the BEAD program. States may 
only consider competing proposals for alternative technologies in limited cases 
where the deployment cost is extremely high. 
 
Michigan should determine its own thresholds, considering its unique geographies, barriers to service, and existing 
infrastructure. However, NTIA encourages states to set their threshold “as high as possible to help ensure that end-to-end 
fiber projects are deployed wherever feasible.” The intent of NTIA is clear: the Extremely High Cost Per Location Threshold 
should not be used to deny fiber to individuals, businesses, and communities unless absolutely necessary. 
 
Issues to be refuted in the MIHI meeting 

• In areas with high costs, a state should strongly consider using the lowest-cost technology that the NTIA has 
defined as capable of providing broadband speeds of at least 100/20 Mbps. To give an example, a State should give 
a preference in high-cost places to use fixed wireless using licensed spectrum instead of fiber. 

• A State can consider using a technology that is not considered capable of providing reliable broadband service. 
That might mean rejecting a proposal to build fiber and awarding funding to a satellite provider that promises to 
deliver 100/20 Mbps. 

 
Michigan is going to have a public comment period, Beaver Island which has the more challenging costs and terrains need 
to pay close attention to the Michigan High-Speed Internet Office’s proposed plan. The challenge process might be the only 
chance we have to get good broadband. 
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There is a concern about the ability to substitute technologies in places like wooded areas.  Wireless vendors claim the 
ability of wireless technology to penetrate trees and woods, but it doesn’t work well where there is nothing but woods 
along with rough terrain where lines of sight are impossible. 

Beaver Island, the most remote inhabited Island on the Great Lakes is extremely costly to reach with wired technology. 
Homes in wooded areas are unreachable with the technologies listed by the NTIA as capable of providing reliable 
broadband (fiber, coaxial cable, DSL, and fixed wireless using licensed spectrum). It seems practical not to waste grant 
money to build technology to reach really remote homes. 

Congress stipulated the NOFO goal is to reach everybody with high-speed broadband. The NTIA said states should consider 
a grant request to serve even a single remote home. The whole intent of Congress is to reach exactly these high-cost places 
– they are the ones that really need a federal subsidy. 

Determining the Extremely High Cost Per Location Threshold is one of the most critical activities in the BEAD program. As 
directed by the NTIA, states are encouraged to set this threshold as high as possible. Careful analysis is therefore required 
to set the threshold at the point where benefits can be shared most widely and as far as reasonably possible in rural high-
cost areas where the digital divide can be persistent. 
 
Setting the threshold too low runs the risk of fiber being supplanted by inferior technologies, denying residents long-term 
benefits such as reliability, low latency, and ease of scaling speed over time – which is a particular concern given that 
funding at the scale of the BEAD program to reach these residents is unlikely to be available again in the foreseeable 
future?  
 
 The MIHI may want to defer the establishment of the threshold until later in the process when the allocation of funds from 
NTIA to each state is identified, and they have a better estimate of how many unserved and underserved locations need to 
be reached. 
 
Estimating state-level deployment programs, and v2 national model 
by  Mike Conlow 
https://mikeconlow.substack.com/p/how-far-might-broadband-funding-go-64e 
 
The report is a deep dive into how BEAD provides enough funding to reach all the unserved areas. 
 
After you factor in existing federal funding programs and private capital matches, there is plenty of money in BEAD to 
reach all of the unserved and reach far into the underserved.  
 
Congress was aware that states with higher costs needed more funding, the IIJA only allocates 10% of the $42.45 billion 
based on the number of “high-cost locations” $42.24Bx10%=$4.245B 
 
Link to Michigan allocations, 
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1m6CsGY7qxZqoC4bedRemYjLLnPpITxHYNXG3X03Sy7Y/edit#gid=1738
06107 

Name 

Unserved 
Housing 
Units 

Unserved 
(doubled) 

Eligible 
Location 
adjustment 

% US 
total 

High- 
cost 
housing 
units 

%of 
US 
total 

Allocation 
for high-
cost areas TOTAL 

Allocation per 
unserved 
location 

          
Michigan 150,784 301,568 318,154 4.21% 26,534 1,47% $62,564,129 $1,551,033,228 $4,875 

 
There appear to be discrepancies In the Michigan allocation for the high-cost area  
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• 10% of 1.551B=$150M  
• Not $62.5M/$155B=4% 

       
Link to the Michigan chart, https://bead-allocation-charts.mikeconlow.com/MI.png 

 
 
It’s possible new FCC maps push money to big states relative to small ones. Even if the new FCC maps find unserved 
locations that skew rural, rural areas in big states could add more locations than rural areas in small states. Since the 
allocations are based on each state’s contribution of unserved locations to the national total, more unserved locations 
could actually shift money towards those big states. 
 
With states now playing the same grant awarding role in BEAD, this raises the question of how states without such cost 
information available will set the starting conditions for their BEAD subgrant awards. Unlike areas such as roads and 
bridges, few states have extensive independent experience with project construction costs for broadband. All of the results 
I'm discussing assume that actual state BEAD awards will generally follow a reasonable understanding of project costs. 
 
While the imbalance between expensive states and less expensive states is hard to solve — the allocation formula is written 
into the law — there are actions we can take on managing costs. A “back-end” process where NTIA evaluates and rejects 
grants based on costs would be unpopular and probably unworkable. However, a process on the front end might work. A 
transparent cost model is available to all states and potential grantees as a yardstick against which to measure proposals. A 
public cost model could make a significant impact in making this once-in-a-generation funding go as far as possible—
possibly bringing broadband to all of the unserved, and a lot more. 
 
Recommendations: 

1. The MIHI should exempt Beaver Island from the Extremely High Cost Per Location Threshold 
2. Beaver Island, the most remote inhabited island in the Great Lakes 

a. It costs more to build anything on an island because of the challenge of shuttling crews, materials, and 
work equipment to and from a remote island.  

3. Beaver Island has been left behind on federal and state broadband funding 
4. Our antiquated 1980s DSL 5/3 Mbps service is not competitive with mainland gigabit FFTH service for tourist 

dollars 
a. Our economic viability and health at risk 

5. Last winter the rural health center was shut down due to a staff member testing positive for COVID 
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a. Without telemedicine our primarily elderly resident’s health is at risk 
6. Beaver Island’s economic viability and the health of our citizens are at risk without BEAD funding 

 
Matching funds 
 
BEAD mandates a state or subgrantee minimum contribution of 25% towards each project’s total cost, except in high-cost 
areas. Eligible sources of the match include any combination of funds or in-kind matches 
 
NTIA expresses a preference for projects that minimize the BEAD program outlay: the selection criteria in the NOFO 
incentivizes matches greater than 25%. 
 
Extreme high-cost areas are exempt from matching funds 
 
Mapping 
 
The FCC Broadband DATA Map will determine both the BEAD program’s allocation of funding to states and, along with the 
state challenge process, state distribution of funding on deployment projects. The FCC Broadband DATA Map will provide 
location-level serviceability data across the country for the first time, replacing the current FCC maps, which are based on 
census block-level data. 
 
 States should consider gathering availability information to ensure the FCC maps are accurate – specifically using such 
information to participate in the FCC’s challenge process – and to aid in the development of the 5-Year Action Plan and in 
project prioritization (although the NOFO is clear that a state’s decisions must be made by reference to the FCC maps, as 
enhanced by the state challenge process).  
 
NTIA BroadbandUSA map 
https://broadbandusa.maps.arcgis.com/apps/webappviewer/index.html?id=e2b4907376b548f892672ef6afbc0da5  
 
Beaver Island 

Census Tract Information 
  

Census Tract: 26029000500 
Charlevoix County, Michigan 

Population (FCC 2019 Estimate): 657 
ACS Percentage Households 

without Internet Access: 8.80% 

ACS Percentage Households 
without Computer, Smartphone or 

Tablet: 
7.10% 

Ookla Speedtest Median (Mbps): 10.02/1.12 
 
This NTIA map conflicts with our NTIA BIP application survey in July 2021. 

Beaver Island’s online data speed survey 
• 45% of BI residents are receiving download speeds under 5 Mbps 
• 76% of BI residents are seeing upload speeds under 3 Mbps 

However, it is irrefutable NTIA evidence that Beaver Island 10.02/1,12 Mbps is an unserved area and warrants top priority 
for BEAD funding in Michigan 

• Unserved locations access 80% of the population under 25/3 Mbps 
 
The FCC’s new mapping system still lets big ISPs overstate broadband availability by focusing on their advertised, not real-
world, speeds. 
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There is a big difference often between what a company may advertise as available, versus what they can actually deliver to 
a location. There is a history of providers overstating their footprints and the quality of service in their footprints for a 
number of reasons, including the FCC rules and an interest in protecting the ISP’s footprint.” 
 
Many towns and cities currently applying for this funding say they’re facing costly and onerous challenges from regional 
telecom monopolies, which are using older maps to block grant requests by (falsely) claiming broadband service is already 
available.  
 
When an ISP overstates broadband availability, it’s up to either the FCC, municipalities or state leaders to challenge the 
data. The FCC has a mixed track record of challenging large providers. 
 
The FCC still hasn’t provided states with guidance on how they’re supposed to challenge ISP broadband coverage claims to 
state data shows to be inaccurate.  
 
Unfortunately, the new mapping rules allow for this since ISPs can claim marketing speeds in the FCC mapping. 
 
Industry consensus is the first FCC Broadband Map that is issued will be wrong. 
 
But the challenge process reveals another problem: Because money follows the maps, they are inherently political. Even 
before the maps debut, everyone with skin in the broadband game is gearing up to contest them. 

It is impossible to eliminate the political incentives, but a map derived from multiple sets of data will be better -- and less 
open to criticism -- than a single-source map built by one agency. Officially recognizing the benefits of third-party data and 
incorporating it in advance of the challenge process might help BEAD funding move forward and avoid years of unwinnable 
cartographic debates. 
 
Recommendations: 

1. Crowdsource Beaver Island location-level serviceability data map 
2. MIHI should adopt Maine Connectivity Authority Data Collection Program 

https://www.maineconnectivity.org/data-collection?utm_campaign=5954d1d3-84db-4936-af1b-
4bcb10bfde50&utm_source=so&utm_medium=mail&cid=a0c4b2e8-92ed-4760-af5a-7b6472c778c2  
      a. Maine speed test, https://www.mainebroadbandcoalition.org/landing 

 
Great Lakes Energy 
Meet with GLE TO reduce the cost of the $15.5M FTTH network. Reach out to Shaun Lamp to request the reduce 
construction price to $8M target Price 
 
TDS 
Schedule a meeting to explore a public/private partnership to apply for the NTIA BEAD grant 

• Angie Dickson, State Government Affairs Manager 
 
21% Tax on Federal Grants 
 
NTIA BEAD awardees are required to pay a 21% tax on federal grants  
 Target Price - $8M x 21% =$1.7M 
. 
Middle-Mile Infrastructure for Last-Mile Connections 
 
Peninsula Fiber (PFN), https://www.pfnllc.net/ provides transmission services throughout the Upper Peninsula, Northern 
Wisconsin, and Eastern Minnesota  
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Independent of Beaver Island NTIA BEAD application, Peninsula Fiber is submitting an NTIA Middle-Mile application to 
install an undersea cable connecting Beaver Island to Michigan’s Upper and Lower Peninsulas   
 
NTIA’s middle mile grant program presents an opportunity to connect Beaver Island with the mainland provident resilient 
broadband connection to leverage redundant submarine fiber optic cable backhaul to the UP and LP for Beaver Island’s 
finer-to-the-home network NTIA BEAD application 
 
The installation of an undersea cable connecting Beaver Island to Michigan’s Upper and Lower Peninsulas will 
positively impact our community in numerous ways, including 

• Ability to secure broadband service and leverage BEAD grant dollars for FFTH project 
• Emergency Service response 
• Educational Connectivity 
• Economic Development (currently loss of revenue for business with outages, etc) 
• Medical 

o With Software development  
• the FTTH network coupled with redundant gigabit submarine backhaul to the UP and LP, Beaver Island will be 

poised to promote gig-economy platforms 
o Data Centers  
o Telemarketing 
o Web development 
o Customer service 

 
The NTIA Middle mile application due date is September 30.2022 with the projected award date no earlier than March 1, 
2023 

The estimated NTIA BEAD award date is no earlier than 2024. 

If PNF is awarded an NTIA Middle Mile grant for submarine fiber optic cable between the UP and LP with Beaver Island as 
the transit point, it will be politically problematic for the NTIA to deny funding for the FTTH network on Beaver Island. 

The NTIA funding redundant submarine fiber connectivity for the UP while denying fiber broadband for the most remote 
island on the Great Lakes would be disregard Congress’s mandate is for everyone in America to have access to high-speed 
affordable internet service 
 
Irrevocable Standby Letter of Credit (SLOC) 
 
NTIA BEAD applicants shall be required to submit a letter from a bank.  Committing to issue an irrevocable standby letter of 
credit, in the required form, to the prospective subgrantee. The letter shall at a minimum provide the dollar amount of the 
letter of credit. 
 
Explanation of an irrevocable standby letter of credit?  An applicant submits a grant application for $40 million, with a $10 
million grant match. A bank must treat a SLOC as if were a bank loan. When the bank issues the SLOC, it ties up the $10 
million on its balance sheet in the same way it would if it made a loan. The bank can’t loan that money to anybody else – it 
is frozen. While the bank is still holding the cash, it is not treated as a bank’s cash reserve since it is pledged. The bank will 
charge a minimal amount of interest on the letter of credit. In recent years that’s been something like 2% – hard to know 
what that might be with rising interest rates. If the interest rate is 2%, and the grant process takes a year to process, the ISP 
will have spent $200,000 in interest expense – even if it doesn’t win the BEAD grant. 

When an ISP wins a grant, it must then produce an irrevocable letter of credit for the life of the grant. Bank loans for fiber 
projects typically use construction financing – the same kind of financing used if you build a house. For a project built over 
four years, the ISP would take a draw each month as it needs funds and would only start paying interest on money that has 
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been drawn. If a letter of credit must be created on the first day of a grant award, then using the example, interest rates for 
the full $10 million of matching would start when the letter of credit is issued. That completely negates the primary 
advantage of bank construction financing. For a $10 million matching, the two layers of letters of credit could add $1 million 
to the cost of the project – all flowed to banks in the form of interest. None of this money is recoverable from the grant 
funding and comes out of the grant winner’s pocket. 
 
The NOFO says there will be additional language coming to describe how municipalities will deal with the letter of credit 
issue. The NTIA is probably struggling with this because bond financing is more complex than a bank loan. A bond doesn’t 
exist until the day that bond buyers agree to buy the bond. It’s always possible that a bond issue won’t sell, so there can be 
no bank guarantees tied to future bond issues. I can’t wait to see this solution. 
 
NTIA’s letter of credit requirements should be eliminated 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


